Green Space
Museum Trail
Find Bertie the badger!
Why do you think badgers have black and white fur?

Find the fossilised mammoth tusk. At the
bottom of the case, you can also see a
young mammoth’s jaw!
Imagine you lived thousands of years
ago: How would you feel if you came
across a mammoth?

A stag is a full grown male deer.
How many prongs does he have on his antlers? Do you
know what the name of a young male deer is?
A1: 14 prongs
A2: Buck
Hint: It’s also used as American slang for money

Fossils are the impressions of long gone plants and animals.
Can you spot fossils that are from the sea? Why do you
think we find them here in Berkshire?

Turn over the page
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Find the rabbit in the case, and the
hare sitting opposite it.
Write down all the differences you can
see between the two.
A: Hares are longer and taller than rabbits
Hare fur changes colour, rabbits don’t
Rabbits live in burrows, hares live above
ground
Rabbits are social, hares stay solo

Find the birds that live by the water.
Look at the bottom shelf: How many types of beaks can you see?
How many things can you think of that birds use their beaks for?
A1: 16 beaks
A2: Pecking, picking up food, feeding chicks

Find the birds to the left of the otter. These birds are either in
danger of extinction (which means dying out) or have gone extinct.
What do you think may cause some animals to disappear? What can
we do to prevent animals from dying out?
A1: Loss of habitat and resources, human activity (hunting and fishing), pollution.
A2: Plant native flora, clean up waste in wild habitats, buy sustainable products,
support wildlife refuges and charities, eat less meat.

Well done! You finished the trail!
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